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UPCOMING  
CULTURAL EVENTS 

 

18 July-Colombian                         
  Independence Day 

 

25 July- Brazilian  
    Day 

 

For more information about our 

events , workshops, huis, and 

activities, please visit our    

website and Facebook page. 

To acknowledge and celebrate the NATIONAL VOLUNTEER WEEK, 

we would like to say a MASSIVE “THANK YOU” to our dedicated 

and passionate team of volunteers for helping us deliver our goals to        

promote and protect the interest of our migrant community in our region.  

As the word says  “Little acts when multiplied by thousands of people, 

can transform our world. We are grateful for the hard work put in by our    

volunteers and for all their support for the community. THANK YOU to you 
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We are at Alert Level 1. 

Be kind to others.  

Be kind to yourself. 

All information on Covid-19 can 
be found through the website  

https://covid19.govt.nz 

Check our website for translated 
Spanish language. 



COORDINATOR 
MESSAGE 

 Meggy Bartlett-McBride 

 

Greetings! 

I hope everyone is doing well and keeping 

safe as we all adjust to back into our normal 

routines after the lockdown period. 

For the past 3 months, New Zealand and the 

rest of the world have battled the challenges 

that COVID-19 has brought upon us. During 

the lockdown, SMC continued to work at 

home  remotely. Despite having some initial 

technical issues, taking an alternative      

approach to communicating with and       

supporting our ethnic communities was    

rewarding and are now second nature to us. 

Connecting with migrants was our priority 

during the lockdown, making sure that    

everyone received timely and relevant 

COVID-19 updates as well as offering our    

support. We were resilient and succeeded in 

hosting various virtual events, meetings, and interactive online classes which have been    valued and appreciated by 

attendees. 

As an organisation that focuses on the well-being of migrants and former refugees we have witnessed that, despite        

adversity, there is a considerable willingness in our community to support each other. Although we will likely face many 

challenges going forward, SMC will continue to protect the interests of our multicultural community. The wellbeing of our 

ethnic communities is paramount. As individuals, we all need to unite as one. This will ensure that we can all achieve 

goals and maximise our potential. We need to ensure that inclusiveness is recognised so that everyone can feel they 

belong and are safe in our community. The need for ethnic communities to be well represented in all spectrums of    

society is a necessity for ensuring that everyone’s voice is being heard. 

The SMC office has been bustling with visitors since we re-opened under Level 2. The rising number of issues that we 

have received from individuals has been overwhelming. Sharing their uncertainty and anxiety that they might have to 

leave New Zealand because of visa issues and constraints on income is of immense concern. SMC is proactively      

offering support in any way we can. 

Recently we held our AGM. I would like to thank and acknowledge our financial members, volunteers, and observers 

who attended either in person or via Zoom. Congratulations to our newly elected office bearers -  

Chairperson:   Neill Rumble 

Secretary:   James Akbar-Given 

Treasurer:   Melissa Hobbs 

Committee Members: Hafswa Hemed, Steve McGregor and Nayabet Espinoza 



I would like to acknowledge both the Office of Ethnic Communities and the Department of Internal Affairs for a 

positive outcome in recent funding applications and continuing to extend their support to SMC. This funding 

will enable us to continue promoting diversity and implement new and exciting initiatives. We were also       

fortunate to receive funding from the Ministry of Social Development and ENZ to offer temporary support for 

our migrant and International Students. 

To our amazing volunteers and collaborators, thank you again for all your dedication, hard work, and support 

during the lockdown. Thank you to the SMC governance team for your unrelenting dedication to ensuring that 

SMC moves forward positively and is resilient during these extraordinary times. 

Our second term of Spanish classes has now successfully finished. Many thanks to our fantastic tutor, Nancy.  

Participant feedback was overwhelming as they gained knowledge of another culture while at the same time, 

learning a new language. We also hosted an employment seminar in collaboration with Mike Bain of the 

Southland Community Law Centre. Further, an immigration seminar was hosted in association with Kay Luv of 

LUV Immigration. Both seminars were very informative, most especially for our migrant community who 

gained valuable information. 

Currently, we have our interactive English class every Wednesday afternoon (except during the school       

holidays). This is a great opportunity to enhance your language skills and build confidence in speaking English 

while making friends at the same time. An online Hindi language class is also underway where participants will 

learn basic Hindi and develop knowledge of Indian culture, customs, and traditions.  

As we keep moving forward under the cloud of COVID-19 we will be hosting various online classes, interactive 

activities, workshops, group gatherings, and cultural events. July is going to be festive with exciting Colombian 

and Brazilian celebration. These events will give us all a chance to reset our cultural clocks with colour, music, 

dance, and cuisine. Don’t miss out!  

Our Culture Host Culture initiative kicked off in June and we have received expressions of interest to both host 

and be guests. It’s pleasing to see people embrace this project and their willingness to connect and create 

relationships with others in our diverse community. We are hopeful that this experience will create a deeper 

sense of belonging for migrants and develop a more welcoming community.  

We are further excited to be soon hosting a Hui. This will be an informative and interactive gathering which will 

allow you to discover the culture, customs, and traditions of different ethnicities within our region. The purpose 

of this Hui is to build a sense of cultural awareness and sensitivity that will help us shape a better community. 

We are hoping this will create a bridge of cultural identity and a sense of pride, despite our differences.  

Please be kind and look out for each other. I look forward to meeting and     

                     seeing you all soon. 

 
If you can’t figure out your purpose, figure out your passion. 

For your passion will lead you right into your purpose. 
                    -Bishop TD. Jakes- 
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CHAIRPERSON 
MESSAGE-NEILL RUMBLE 

Well, three months have passed since we went into        

lockdown as a country on 26 March 2020. Our lives have 

changed, and we are now in the ‘new normal’’. During the 

enforced lockdown and subsequent  movement through 

Level 4 and 3, our Coordinator and Administrator remained 

working from home and carried out exemplary work in   

maintaining communication with our migrants—young and 

old. We have continued our services conducting various Zoom meetings reaching out to the         

community and created a Multicultural Advisory Group encouraging them to speak out their Covid-19 

issues, concerns and experiences. We have all been shaken by this pandemic where no one was   

prepared for. We are, but a strong region collaborating and reaching out to help each other.  

To date, we have reached out to migrants who are struggling, distressed and lost their jobs. We    

continue to help create a supportable society by opening our doors to the community and helping with 

all means possible. 

We had our Annual General Meeting last 28 May welcoming a new committee for the year             

2020-2021. The committee will endeavor a side-by-side approach in    navigating migrants through 

this pandemic moving forward to a more resilient region. We have bid farewell to David Reyes, a   

committee member since 2018, who has moved to Lumsden to take up new employment. We thank 

you David for all your support and dedication in volunteering for the council to execute events and 

workshops for the community. 

Our organisation is still in the process of changing to a Charitable Trust. An update will be given as 

soon as this is done.  

I continue to meet new people in our region and share the joy of talking to them.  

Please remember to be kind to each other and keep warm as we progress through the winter months. 

 

“The quality of a person’s life is in direct proportion to their 
commitment to excellence, regardless of their chosen field  
     of endeavour”           -Vince Lombardi- 

 



 

“The 
reward 

for 
work 
well 
done 
is the 

opportunity 

to do 
more”
—Jonas Salk 

VOLUNTEER  
STATEMENT 
NANCY LARRAURI 

I came to New Zealand in       

November 2019 and Invercargill 

has been the perfect place to 

start a new chapter in my life.  To 

be very far away from my 

hometown which is Mexico City, 

this place feels like home all 

ready.  

When I first arrived in New Zealand, I did not know what to expect, I was afraid 

and unsecure, and I also was skeptical about what to expect of the community 

as a migrant.  

Fortunately, I joined Southland Multicultural Council. Meggy and her team have 

made me feel welcomed and so much secure  about  myself, they encourage 

me to get involved in new activities and I have developed a sense of belonging 

in this new culture and community, my new community. 

During COVID-19 lockdown, Southland Multicultural Council, even from          

distance, was a place of care, kindness and understanding, Meggy and her 

team can listen beyond the words, they gave us appreciation and support, and 

made us feel protected, they show us a new perspective of what was happening 

in that moment and what could get done. 

Southland Multicultural Council got me involved in different activities and        

allowed me to serve to the community in several ways. This opportunity was 

very encouraging, certainly it has been an honour to put all my background,   

experience and knowledge to the service of the community specially during the 

lockdown.   

Willing to accept challenges, volunteering in Southland Multicultural Council has 

been a life time experience, true it I have been able to meet new people, learn 

new things, shared my time and skills and I have become more confident about 

myself. During my volunteer period, I have been not only able to develop a close 

association with the community but also, I have been given the opportunity to 

participate in programs to bring different ethnicity and kiwi cultures close to each 

other. Volunteering has been a way to say, “Thank you”, “Thank you for all the 

joy, happiness and the amazing welcome that you have given to me”. 

I want to thank to Southland Multicultural Council because as my 
mother used to say: “All that can be paid with money is cheap, the 

real important things in life only can be paid with love and         
gratitude” and this organization and the team working there has 
done a lot of things for me.  



SPANISH CLASSES were postponed       
because of lockdown but we continued 
shortly through online  means (Zoom). We 
also ran our   second batch of Spanish     
classes via Zoom providing our community 
the chance to learn Spanish Language at the 
comfort of their own home.  

It was a new thing for us but everyone     
enjoyed our online classes learning a new 
language and a new way of connecting 
through technology! 

We are on our 3rd batch of Spanish classes 
to start on 21 July. Watch out also for our 
advanced Spanish classes to be launched 
soon! 

UPDATE OF SMC ACTIVITIES 

With  aim to continue to create open          

dialogues in the community, we have invited 

the members of our youth to give us their 

ideas and   concerns. Part of being an       

inclusive society is empowering the youth 

and giving them social  opportunities that 

would allow them to participate. Youth sector is a big part of our           

community. They are the future of our nation. Giving them a voice that 

would make our region a better place to live in for  generations to come. 

CULTURE HOST CULTURE  

We recently launched this programme to bring together our local community and welcome newcomers and migrants in 
Southland. We have had a variety of ethnicities who hosted dinners and met new people showcasing each other ’s cultures 
through food and establish a relationship that would bridge to a stronger and united community. If you keen to host and   
interested to meet various ethnicities in our community or keen to get to know our local host culture, be in touch with us 
asap.  Further details can be found in next page. 

Online Spanish Classes 

Korean Host 

Fijian Host 

Chilean Host 

Brazilian Host Mexican Host 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A weekly  English class for our migrants who want to enhance their      

conversational skills and learning the local way of interacting. A great way 

to improve your language skills and meet new people!  

Interactive English Class 



WOMEN’S SELF DEFENSE COURSE FOR LATINAS 

27 June 2020  

A fulfilling day for the Latin women in our community    
learning the art of self-defense giving them confidence in       
personal safety and protection. In association with WSDN 
Wahine Toa -  Thank you, Annie Taupea for conducting the 
course for empowering these women with the aim to      
develop a more confidence women in our society. We hope 
by providing these course will create a more stronger and 
united society that encourage our women to support each 
other in whatever way they can to develop connection and 
friendship. 

EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—24 June 2020  

In collaboration with the Community Law   Centre 

led by Mike Bain, these participants were          

educated on their rights as an employee. Thank 

you to all those who came and participated in this 

workshop. Community Law Centre gives free    

advice to our community.  

Make sure to visit them for your legal concerns.  

Stay tune for more employment workshops! 

IMMIGRATION WORKSHOP—26 June 2020  

In association with Luv Immigration, a very interactive 

and informational immigration workshop for a huge 

number of attendees. Thank you to all who came and 

made this workshop a success! We hope that you all 

gained information that can help you with your future 

settlement in New Zealand. Stay tuned for more    

workshops that are relevant to all your needs most   

especially visa matters. 

Immigration Workshop 

Employment Workshop 

Women’s Self Defense Course  

UPDATE OF SMC ACTIVITIES 

SOUTHLAND MULTICULTURAL ADVISORY GROUP 

With the aim to create a more resilient society, an advisory group was  created as our vehicle 
for reaching out, discussing challenges, distributing information and working on solutions. 
The group are a mix of people who represent an ethnic group of people or individual of           
newcomers group, refugee matters or larger population groups in our region. 
 

By having these group, we hope that we can work and learn together and share initiatives 
and actions as we all navigate and transition through the COVID-19 for ethnic communities in 
our region and give direction to migrants who are affected by the Covid-19 pandemic and 
navigate them to the right organisations where they can seek help and support. This is also a 

great way for urgent concerns of each ethnicity to be address right away for better assistance to the community.  
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COMMUNITY NEWS 

Well wishes on your   

Special Day this year 2020 
 

Dilini Yapa—21 July 

Jay Mark Mijares—10 August 

Erika Vajna—19 August 

Manoj Jayasinghe—19 September 

Erika Astried—28 September  
 

 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
 

 

Do you want to meet  new 
people, have fun and be a 
part of something bigger? 

 

Become a VOLUNTEER and     
experience the world with us! 

 

Visit us at our office or check our    

website page for volunteer forms. 

VOLUNTEERISM 



Southland  
Multicultural 

Council 

46 Kelvin St 

 

Monday Wednesday 
Friday  

9:00 am to 5:00 pm 

 

Tuesday Thursday 

 9:00 am to 3:00 pm 

 

Landline: 032149296 

M: 027 214 9296 

M: 027 356 1091 

         

   www.southlandmulticultural.co.nz 

 

         

       

Proudly funded and supported by:   

         

    Southland Multicultural Council 

~~WHEN CRISIS COMES WE BEGIN TO SEE 

THAT COMMUNITY IS THE TRUE  AND     

IRREPLACEABLE INFRASTRUCTURE~~ 


